Abstract-In this paper, we propose a modeling and simulation framework for quantum key distribution protocols using commercial photonic simulator OptiSystem™. This simulation framework emphasize on experimental components of quantum key distribution. We simulate BB84 operation with several security attacks scenario and noise immune key distribution in this work. We also investigate the efficiency of simulator's inbuilt photonic components in terms of experimental configuration. This simulation provides a study to analyze the impact of experimental photonic components in quantum key distribution process.
INTRODUCTION
Secure key distribution is one of the intrigue researches in the network security field. Digital cryptography affords a solution based on computational security. As today's rapid technology growth is capable of breaking the security by a simple technique called brute force attack in near future. Furthermore the imminent product from quantum mechanics (QM) principle is the quantum computer and its algorithms are capable of solving the non polynomial (NP) problem in polynomial time. On the other hand, quantum cryptography from QM offers an unconditional security by its uncertainty principle, no-cloning theorem and entanglement.
Many researches have been done on QC area so far. As a result, start from BB84 [1] the ground-breaking quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol until recent QLE-1 [2], QC transforms into matured field of quantum mechanics. Unlike quantum computer, quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols are already available in the market.
QKD is a combination of hardware (i.e. photonic and optical telecom components) and software (protocols & post quantum methods) to accomplish the unconditional key distribution. The intrinsic property of QKD is the detection of eavesdropping makes it a hefty application.
Most researches on QKD are analytical oriented and few only are experimental. Due to the impact of cost, the experimental type researches are few. On the other hand, an analytical or mathematical research has numerous limitations which affect the efficiency of the results. This research usually ignores the importance of hardware. In other words, consideration of the affect of hardware in QKD by analytical research is insignificant. Additionally, for the fresh researchers to understand the QKD operation makes difficult. On contrast, understanding the digital cryptography or digital network protocols are simple due to the availability of simulation option. These researches not only have efficient analytical or experimental researches but also they have effective simulation. In particular, discrete event simulation on network protocols are de facto standard for evaluating the performance metrics.
To study and evaluate the quantum computers and its algorithms various methods are available. The options ranges from new functional programming language, library for highlevel language, online services, framework, interactive simulation, GUI oriented -circuit oriented simulators, emulators and visualization [3] . On the other hand, to study the QKD operations are very few and inefficient.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this Section, we analyze related works which are focus on QKD simulation. Before probe into literature, we give a short glimpse of QKD operation in the following table. [4] . Object oriented simulation for QKD was proposed by Xiufeng et al [5] . Shuang and Hans proposed an event-by-event simulation model [6] and polarizer as simulated component for QKD protocols i.e. BB84 and Ekert [7] with presence of Eve and misalignment measurement as scenarios. Reference [8] presented a C++ application to evaluate and test quantum cryptography protocols. This application has elegant userfriendly interface and many modules which complete entire QKD operations. It includes BB84 and B92 as a protocol options; two modules for eavesdropping; a noise level module; and privacy amplification. This simulation suited for understanding overall QKD operations. In contrast to above works, our proposed simulation concentrates more on experimental elements. Further, scalability of our module is better. One can extend to other encoding i.e. phase, amplitude and deployment of decoy states. However entangled based QKD and correlation of simulation output statistics with published experimental results are still upcoming challenges. Moreover, QKD field is still lacking of efficient simulation to study and evaluate the hardware performances.
In this paper, we propose our modeling and simulation framework and we simulate the BB84 with Eve's attacks scenario and noise immune QKD protocols using the OptiSystem™ simulator.
III. PROPOSED MODELLING AND SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
OptiSystem™ 7.0 [9] software provides variety of optical communication modeling and simulation. It has most of the photonic telecom components. Let us come to our objective, modeling QKD experiments using the OptiSystem™ looks simpler in shallow, but in deep their in-built components are not correlated with QKD operation. For instance, polarization beam splitter (PBS) is one of the important passive components of the QKD; its basic operation is to pass the incoming light based on its angle. Unfortunately, in optiSystem™, PBS splits the incoming light into two different angles. Such a way, some of the available components in the OptiSystem™ components library not execute as QKD components. For these cases, we need alteration or create new components to rectify it. However, OptiSystem™ has some other built in libraries can be utilized for simulation called visualizers. Under this library, we can use polarization analyzer and power meter components for photon counting as well as detectors.
In telecommunication experimental scenario, there are three major classifications namely transmitter, channel, and receiver. We can relate this paradigm to the QKD protocols. In transmitter block, photon source is an important component and OptiSystem™ offers wide variety of optical sources with many intrinsic properties. Attenuation is a vital mechanism in QKD for getting single photon level from photon pulses. Polarizer is another important passive component for polarizing the photon in desired angle. For the channel classification, optical fiber is the standard component and fully support by the simulation software.
As we mentioned earlier the problem of PBS, to overcome this problem OptiSystem TM offers a simple solution. The component called 'select' can be used as PBS as well as random selection of the incoming photons. Usually, in QKD experiments sender randomly choose the polarization to send the photons to receiver. Receiver also picks random polarization for measuring the incoming photon. This mechanism also carried out by the select component itself. Finally based on the polarization, detectors will trigger. The sender and receiver record all photons value for discussing in the public channel. The following figure explains the basic operation of the QKD scenario explained. 
A. BB84 Protocol Simulation
In the following Fig.2 , we illustrate the complete operation of BB84 protocol. This experimental model is slightly modified from the original QKD practical setup [11] . In the figure 2, we implement four coherent wave optical sources (CW laser) with variable optical attenuator (VOA) with attenuation value 0.1 to have single photon. We also set four type of polarizer namely horizontal, vertical, left diagonal and right diagonal.
We run at least 2000 iterations, for each iteration, component 'select' is to choose a qubit randomly out of four polarization angles and pass through the optical fiber to the receiver side. On receiver side, we implement again select component to simulate the randomness of selecting the linear polarization or diagonal polarization and detection done by the polarization analyzer. This is the simple setup for basic BB84 operation. OptiSystem™ comes with wide option to export the data to files, excel and Matlab. Our simulation also consist a small visual basic script (vbscript) to extract both sender's and receiver's polarization analyzer values to excel. Finally, simple calculation to get quantum bit error ratio (QBER) value. The visualizer output is showed as Fig.4 and Fig.5 in Appendix.
B. BB84 Operation with Eve's Attacks 1) Eve's Capabilities
Eve could ever perform against the quantum channel, assuming Eve has absolutely no technological limits, i.e. she can do everything that quantum physics does not explicitly forbid. But, clearly, Eve's attacks are not limited to the quantum communication channel. For instance, Eve could attack Alice or Bob's apparatuses, or she could exploit weaknesses in the actual implementation of abstract QKD. Reference [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] indicate various security attacks. Our simulation utilize simple model of combination of attacks.
Mostly, Eve's attacks are classified as individual, coherent and incoherent attacks. For our experiment we generalize the Eve's attack mostly based on Intercept-Resend attack strategy and man-in-middle attack. Further, Denial of Service (DoS) attack is performed in our simulation. We assumed DoS carried out by Eve by simply abort the transmission line between Alice and Bob. This scenario particularly suits in fiber optic channel. In our experiment scenario, Eve is the connection hub between Alice and Bob. She can do various actions to obtain the key, or simply deny the transmission. Eve's different security attacks on BB84 protocol is illustrated in Fig.3 Eve can do intercept on incoming qubits and measure with rectilinear, diagonal polarizers, phase shift, photon rotator. She can send a new qubit to Bob. Further, She can also send null qubit or Alice's qubit to Bob. We use 'select' component for Eve's random attacks. Finally we calculate the QBER based on Alice , Eve and Bob measurements. The total number of sweep iteration is 10000. 
C. Noise Immune QKD
In our second experiment, we simulate noise immune QKD. Noise is considered one of the biggest challenges in QKD. Distinguishing noise from eavesdropping is an intrigue research. Noise can come various components, from fiber optic channel i.e. birefringence, polarization dispersion and free space issues i.e. scattering, absorption, diffraction, etc. Further, detectors problems like dark count and detection efficiency. As summarize, noise has various triggering factors which results in poor performance in QKD especially in secure key generation rate and distance. There have been several solutions proposed by researches. We implement one of experiment and briefly explained its protocol.
Bob sent rectilinear basis photon to Alice. Alice passes incoming qubit to faraday rotator and forward to Bob. Alice also sent unpolarized photon to Bob. The information about photon is calculated by the polarization basis and time delay between photon. For further information about the protocol refer [19] .
The property of faraday rotator is given by the following property.
Here H and V refer to horizontal and vertical basis. In our simulation, we use polarization rotator which is inbuilt OptiSystem's component. The noise immune qkd simulation is showed in Fig.7 and the optical fiber properties are depicted in Fig.8 . Fig.7 and Fig.8 Table IV. In Table - IV, need modification column refers to requirement of changes on the component and strength column denotes by high, medium, and low to represents the experimental impact. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Most QKD simulation researches focused on protocol mechanism. Our study focuses on hardware setup based on OptiSystem TM . As we mentioned earlier, QKD is a combination hardware and protocol paradigm to achieve unconditional security in key distribution. Both paradigms should be evaluated correctly to understand and study the performance of QKD protocols efficiently. Our proposed simulation framework emulates the practical experiments with slightly modified components. We can modify the parameter settings of the components and able to find the optimum value. Thus, this simulation framework reduces the implementation cost by choosing appropriate components' property. This simulation setup still needs vigorous testing and analysis. Implementation of entanglement oriented and other encoding based QKD are the challenges for the future work. 
